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ABOUT THE CLUSTER
The Promoting and Governing Technological Advances cluster will carry out research in two  
key areas that interact in ways not yet fully explored: 

• How governments can work with markets, academia, and non-profit organizations to foster  
and catalyze technological advances through appropriate policy—especially in domains that 
promise vast benefits for society.

• When and how governments should act to monitor and govern technological advances,  
particularly in areas that pose potential risk to society.

The cluster’s faculty will study policy formulation, implementation, and evaluation in domestic  
and international contexts, informed by leading experts in important sectors of technology.  
In addition to conducting research at the cutting edge of their fields, faculty will communicate 
their scholarship via active engagement with governments, the private sector, non-profit  
organizations, and academia.

Cluster scholar backgrounds may include: 
Economics, Political Science, Sociology, Public Policy, Ethics, International Relations Law

WA N T  T O  L E A R N  M O R E ?
We have more detail on this cluster 
available on our website. You can 
also sign up for updates on future 
positions, news, and more. 

 research.jhu.edu/clusters

 twitter.com/JHU_BDPs

 BDP@jhu.edu

LEADS: 
Lainie Rutkow, Vice Provost for Interdisciplinary Initiatives, Professor of  
Health Policy and Management, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public 
Health Professor, Department of Health, Behavior and Society, Schools of  
Medicine and Public Health 
Greg Hager, Mandell Bellmore Professor of Computer Science, Whiting School 
of Engineering
Thomas Rid, Professor of Strategic Studies, School of Advanced International 
Studies, Director of the Alperovitch Institute for Cybersecurity Studies 
Valerie Suslow, Professor, Carey Business School  

RECRUITING: 

5 Bloomberg  
Distinguished  
Professors 

USE THE QR 
CODE T0 VISIT 
OUR WEBSITE 
FOR MORE  
INFORMATION

The Bloomberg Distinguished Professorships (BDP) Cluster Initiative at  
Johns Hopkins University is part of an ambitious investment in interdisciplinary 

research to bridge academic disciplines and open novel fields of inquiry to  

tackle society’s most complex problems. Recruiting 130 researchers and  

scholars, the BDP program was established in 2013 and expanded in 2021 and 

2023 with gifts from Michael R. Bloomberg, JHU alumnus and 108th mayor of 

New York City. Many of these positions are dedicated to the Cluster Initiative  

to recruit scholars and innovators who will draw on each other’s unique 

strengths to make meaningful impact and generate solutions.


